
   

 

Weekly Topic Tasks  

for Reception -

‘Amazing Animals’ 
w/c 6.7.20 

 

Our focus for the final two-weeks of the term is ‘dinosaurs’! 
 

Phonics 

Focus 

revision 

Practice saying the phase 2 and 3 sounds – a copy of the sheet can be found on page 

3. Please practice any sounds that you are unsure of. You could print out the sheet, 

cut out the sounds and do ‘quick-fire’ practises with your child. We are going to be 

revising the sounds that you have been learning by reading and writing them in 

words too. 

Using the sounds h, b, f, ff, l, ll, ss, g, o, p, i, n, 

create your own words – can you make a list of words 

that would be real and ones that would be made up! You 

might come up with some funny ‘alien’ words! 

 

Maths 

Practice 

Doubling 

Focus: Explore and represent patterns with 

numbers up to 10 including double facts.  

If you have a dice or dominoes, play a game to 

double the numbers. Roll a dice and see what 

number it lands on e.g. 2. Double 2 is 4. Repeat 

with other throws to 

develop fluency. 

Play quick fire doubling 

once your child is 

confident to see how 

quickly they can double a 

number when you say a 

number. 

You could draw ladybirds and represent doubles on each 

side.  

Monday 

 

Our story this week is ‘Harry and his Bucketful of 

Dinosaurs’ by Ian Whybrow and Adrian Reynolds. 

Watch the following animation of the story:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTjQeCspMkY 

 

Discuss the story with your grown up. Here are a few 

questions to discuss:  

-Where did Harry find the dinosaurs? 

-Who are the characters in the story? 

-What did Harry find out at the library? 

-Can you say any of the dinosaur names? 

-Can you name some of the places that Harry took his dinosaurs? 
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-Where did Harry leave his dinosaurs? Did he manage to find them? 

Design a container for your own dinosaurs! 

We would like you to design and create a container/Dino house for you to keep your 

own Dinosaurs in. There are dinosaurs that you can cut out on page 4 which you can 

put in your container (or you might have your own collection of dinosaurs). Be as 

creative as possible thinking about what designs you could put on it and that would 

suit dinosaurs. 

Tuesday Label the Dinosaur Parts 

Use the dinosaur labelling sheets on page 5  to think carefully about the different 

parts of a dinosaur. Do you know the names of both dinosaurs that need labelling? 

You can either cut out the body parts and match the labels to the correct boxes on 

the diagram or you can challenge yourself and write your own labels using the list of 

body parts to help you with any tricky spellings.  

Wednesday Dino PE Time  

As a warm up activity we would like you to get STOMPING! 

Watch the Dino Stomp: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Imhi98dHa5w and join in 

with the song lyrics and of course the actions.  You can then 

have great fun pretending to be different dinosaurs using 

the Dinosaur Activity Challenge cards on page 6.  Perhaps you 

could stand in a circle with your family around the pile of 

cards and take turns to pick one for everyone to do. Great 

for getting active, imaginative play and turn taking! 

Thursday Dinosaur Writing Activities 

We would like you to complete the Dinosaur Writing Activity 

sheet on page 7. Write a sentence about each of the dinosaur 

pictures. Use the boxes at the top to help you with spelling key 

vocabulary and with remembering how to write your sentences 

correctly.  

As an extension activity, can you make a ‘missing’ poster that 

asks people to get in touch with Harry if they find his missing 

dinosaur (there is a template on page 8 if you wish to use it). 

Friday Dinosaur Craft 

Let’s get creative and finish off the week in style! We 

would like you to make a cute Brontosaurus dinosaur 

with a neck that actually moves and stretches... this is 

a great interactive craft that can be used in role play 

and story retelling.  

Click on the link to help you follow the step by step 

instructions.  

https://www.dltk-kids.com/animals/m-dino-tproll.html 

On the website there is a printable dinosaur template 

available or you can draw your own. 

Remember to upload examples of your work to Tapestry as we enjoy seeing what you have 

been doing! 

White Rose Maths: remember to look at what White Rose Maths there is by going to: 
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/early-years/ 
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Cut around each of 

these dinosaurs 

and make a dino 

house for them to 

live in! 



   

 



   

 

 

 

 



   

  



   

 

 


